
Date Initials Program 
Name

Prgm 
Time Guest(s)         name/issue/segment Caller(s)         

name/location/issue/segment
Comments Issue 1 Issue 2 optional Issue 3 optional Issue 4 

optional

1/21/2023 AC      NARN - Mitch 
Berg

1300 - 1400 Jim Abeler - talked about local 
legislation regarding taxes - SEGMENT 
1                                                                                                                                                                      
* NO NEED TO ADJUST ROW HEIGHT - 
IT WILL ADJUST AUTOMATICALLY *

Nancy from Bloomington - called to talk 
about testing in her child's school. Not 
happy with "participation" trophy -  * 
NOTE WHERE CONTENT IS - 
"SEGMENT 2" *                                        

Caller called in to ask Jim Abeler about tax cuts in 
MN. Mitch discussed education policy regarding 
standardized testing. Local Salvation Army bell 
ringing down 30%.  Mitch encourages volunteers to 
sign up.

Taxes Education Biblical 
Understanding 
& Evangelism

Family 
Matters

10/6/2023 SJ MN Score 
Football

1900-2141 N/A N/A HALFTIME: Maple Grove 49 Coon Rapids 0 //  
FINAL: Maple Grove 55 Coon Rapids  6

Sports - Local

10/07/23 SJ KBRS 0900-1000 N/A N/A King talks about the recent jobs report data and 
discusses which sectors have increased and may 
have dropped off - King details each sector and 
tying credit card debt and relying on credit cards 
whicg increases the value of having a 2nd job and 
King gives his opinion on that cause and effect, the 
rise of the 2nd job - King shares the self-employted 
data and what it is showing throughout the last few 
months - King details part-time employees and the 
rise of 170,000 workers and how they are listed - 
King tells us about some seasonal growth in the 
education sector in universities and higher 
education - King details the growth along in 
construction sector and Oct numbers could be a lot 
worse as King shares his thoughts on the next jobs 
report data - 

Economic Issues

10/7/2023 SJ KBRS 1000-1100 N/A N/A King talks about in hour two that people try to pick 
out inflation report in a jobs report and the difference 
- King talks about the market the other day reacting 
to the "slow down" - King tells us about yield curve 
and what it isand bonds protected or not - King 
continues with the conversation of what is a yield 
curve and what they look like especially over time - 
King talks possible rate hikes and long term rates - 
real treasury rates/bonds is meaning cost of 
borrowing is increasing - 

Economic Issues

10/13/2023 SJ MN Score 
Football

1900-2151 N/A N/A HALFTIME: Stillwater 0  Edina 0 //  FINAL: Stillwater 
7 Edina 14

Sports - Local

10/14/2023 SJ KBRS 0900-1000 N/A N/A King talks about inflation data and rate hike cycles 
and what is measured - Inflation rate is subject to 
many interpretations and King explains why - King 
talks about filters for CPI and the method that makes 
certain assumptions - King continues with 
measurements of core CPI and CPI - King talks 
about inflation being too high and breaks it down 
with CPI data and core CPE - 

Economic Issues

10/14/2023 SJ KBRS 1000-1100 N/A N/A King talks about GDP numbers being forecasted 
coming in at 3% and being higher for longer 
possibly - King explains what if long term rates and 
yeild curve uninverting with if term rates are rising 
relates to recessions and King breaks it down with 
its history - King explains demands for funds have 
raised rates and gives reasons for interest rates sky-
rocketing and defines what "crowding out" is - King 
talks 3% inflation with 4% unemployments and the 
world of higher interest rates for the mean time/ not 
going away anytime soon - King talks about the 
"Natural Rate" or the "Real Rate" and King explains 
what that is and means -  

Economic Issues

10/19/2023 SS MN Score 
Football

1300- N/A N/A HALFTIME: Minnetonka  Maple Grove  // FINAL: 
Minnetonka 13  Maple Grove 27

Sports - Local

10/19/2023 JDB MN Score 
Football

1700- N/A N/A HALFTIME: Anoka   Wayzata  // FINAL: Anoka  
Wayzata

Sports - Local

10/21/2023 JDB KBRS 0900-1100 pending
10/27/2023 JDB MN Score 

Football
1900-2140 N/A N/A In week one of High School playoff football, Edina 

pistol-whips Farmington 42-0.
Sports - Local

10/28/2023 SJ KBRS 0900-1000 N/A N/A King talks about the GDP report and recent data that 
was released and gives his thoughts on the 
breakdown - King talks about inventory change has 
been positive and did contribute to about 30% of the 
gain in the data - King mentions recreational goods 
and services has been still positive and other non-
durable goods has been the same pace since 2022 - 
King mentions investment data and talks about the 
data showing investments are going up (positive) 
and what to pay attention by breaking down housing 
investment and non-residential - Persoanl income 
and outlays is what King breaks down in the last 
segment of hour 1

Economic Issues

10/28/2023 SJ KBRS 1000-1100 N/A N/A King talks about more likely slow down in GDP in 
2024 as King details his thoughts on that idea - King 
details the data of prices and measure of inflation - 
King talks about Phillips curve and 
inflation/unemploment factors - King reduction 
inflation and talks about FED and changes - King 
asks the question how fast is inflation coming down 
and plays clips as experts predict their ideas - 

Economic Issues

11/3/2023 SJ MN Score 
Football

1900-2148 N/A N/A HALFTIME: Edina 21  Maple Grove 7 //  FINAL: 
Edina 35 Maple Grove 24

Sports - Local

11/4/2023 SJ KBRS 0900-1000 N/A N/A King talks about the recent data from the FOMC 
meetings and breaks down and shows what it 
means and looks like in the economy/labor force - 
King tells us with the data when we would be in a 
recession - King talks about the rise in 
unemployment rate but doesn't mean we are in a 
recession just yet - King tells us about the payroll 
survey and what the numbers mean - King talks 
about service sector jobs are still growing - 

Economic Issues

11/4/2023 SJ KBRS 1000-1100 N/A N/A King starts off hour 2 discussing the FOMC meeting 
and Powell's press conference - King talks about the 
rise in long term rates and with inflation means 
raising rates as makes sense - King describes in his 
words the path to 2% inflation rate and what or how 
it may look like - King talks about unemployment 
rate and how it is still under 4% and does this model 
working with inflation rates - King talks about how 
Powell tells us that with unemployment rates on the 
decline and rates increasing doesn't mean 
recession isoff the table just yet -  

Economic Issues

11/9/2023 JDB MN Score 
Football

1900-2212 N/A N/A HALFTIME: Edina 35  Stillwater 14 // FINAL: Edina 
49 Stillwater 21

Sports - Local
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11/10/2023 SJ MN Score 
Football

1900-2132 N/A N/A HALFTIME: Eden Prairie 15 Lakeville North 3 // 
FINAL: Eden Prairie 21 Lakeville North 3

Sports - Local

11/11/2023 SJ KBRS 0900-1000 N/A N/A King starts off the show by talking about some 
reports of observations in NY of people/carriers with 
USB sticks to each financial institutions and is 
related to a ransonware attack and King tells us the 
story and possible impact this has on the financial 
sector - King continues on with recapping this cyber 
crime wth LOCKBIT an dwho may be behind this - 
King mentions 3 data points on being harder for 
standard of barrowing money, there are fewer 
people in the door possible higher interest rates, 
and bigger fees/interest rates - King talks about 
more of a strain on the consumer as governement 
spending is stretched and getting tougher on the 
consumer as a recession is getting closer - 

Economic Issues

11/11/2023 SJ KBRS 1000-1100 N/A N/A King talks about observations in forecasting in trying 
to figure our weight for this and veruses that and 
what to look for patterens in the past when 
forecasting economies - King talks about core PCE 
and the 5 months od data between April/May 
startign and declining the FED realizes they must 
take action - King talks about credit and price 
ceilings as it ties to markets being primes in finding 
ways for special exchanges - 

Economic Issues

11/16/2023 SJ MN Score 
Football

1900-2142 N/A N/A HALFTIME: Centennial 6 Lakeville South 7  // FINAL: 
Centennial 20 Lakeville South 13

Sports - Local

11/17/2023 JDB MN Score 
Football

1900-2238 N/A N/A HALFTIME: Edina 21 Eden Prairie 7 // FINAL: Edina 
28 Eden Prairie 7

Sports - Local Community Outreach

11/18/2023 SJ KBRS 0900-1000 N/A N/A King talks about price of a turkey dinner according to 
Farm Bureau and how it is down from a year ago - 
King mentions about inflation regarding upcoming 
Thanksgiving holiday and what it costs in order 
toearn that dinner with work prepping for said 
holiday - King breaks down recent CPI data and 
CORE CPI - King talks about prices like 
insurance/recreational/energy etc... King says that 
first month of the 4th quarter shows a normal growth 
pattern

Economic Issues

11/18/2023 SJ KBRS 1000-1100 N/A N/A King talks about this is the week of "Soft Landing" 
and King describes what that means in this past 
week's data - King talk about recession and how 
everyone is predicting soft landings and where all 
the hard landing forecasting went - King talks about 
risk and what it has being data-dependant and King 
explains why - 

Economic Issues

11/24/2023 SJ MN Score 
Football

1900-2157 N/A N/A HALF: Edina 7 Centennial 21 // FINAL: Edina 27 
Centennial 28

Sports - Local

12/2/2023 SJ KBRS 0900-1000 N/A N/A King talks about PCE inflation price index data and 
how people are so caught up in monetary policy - 
King talks about income and what is happening in 
that area since data from first month of the 4th 
quarter is out and breaks down - King mentions 
about inflation and the forecast as experts argue it's 
come down and King breaks down the info - King 
mentions the pricing at the grocery store or goods at 
stores and the higher retail price compared to 
previous years and how we are reacting to inflation 
and is not our fault - King mentions about reading 
inflation and how as consumers can sort of dicate 
the rate of inflation - King talks about what it will take 
for the FED interest rate to reach around 4%

Economic Issues

12/2/2023 SJ KBRS 1000-1100 John Phelan - Economist at Center of 
the American Experiment

N/A King is joined by John Phelan to discuss price 
index's and different inflation rates depending on 
where you live - John talks about price index for twin 
cities increase has fallen over the national number 
and if this is a sign of good going forward along with 
housing and how housing can affect this data - Non-
popular areas in MN have grew faster than the 
metro area and John tells us why - King talks about 
people using inflation data to tell different stories 
and King tells us that they try to "reason" for other 
issues - 

Economic Issues

12/9/2023 SJ KBRS 0900-1000 N/A N/A King talks about the jobs report and gives his 
thoughts on the unemployment rate and what 
people are "focused" on and what data we should 
really pay attention to - King breaks down the 
household data and tells us what it is showing - King 
mentions the labor market and what the numbers 
are showing - King runs down the "cautious Take" 
on this recent jobs report and talks about what other 
experts are talking about this as well - King talks 
about retail and the slow seasonal hiring and the 
wage data 

Economic Issues

12/9/2023 SJ KBRS 1000-1100 N/A N/A King starts off hour two talking about the new jobs in 
nurses and teachers as almost 100k new jobs in 
those sectors - King talks about rates and if they 
could be cut again or be left alone - King talks more 
on wage inflation and if rates can be cut with the 
inflation # around 3% - King gives his prediction for 
the FEDS and possible rate cuts - King talks about 
possible soft landing looking more and more real 
but question is when? - King explains what is 
happening in Argentina's economy

Economic Issues

12/30/2023 SJ KBRS 0900-1000 N/A N/A King starts off the show previewing the top 8 
enon/finanace stories of 2023 - Story #8 is FTX and 
the downfall of crypto of FTX and the trial with the 
man behind it - The King describes crypto and what 
problems with it and why it hasn't taken off in his 
opinion - King talks about #7 and the collapse of 
SVB and First Republic & others  with the impact of 
that in the economy - King describes story #6 of oil 
production in the US and being at record levels and 
the story of the rise and fall of gas prices -  Story #5 
is about China and their covid zero-policy downfall 
with their weakening economy - 

Economic Issues



12/30/2023 SJ KBRS 1000-1100 N/A N/A King continues with the top 8 econ stories of 2023 
and with #4 the story of rise of global debt and King 
details 100 trillion dollar debt meaning for the world - 
King then explains story #3 which is about A.I and 
the growth of A.I. as it is expanding for usage - Story 
#2 is about recession and inflation rates through our 
economy and how it may effect us all in the country - 
King then tells us about the #1 economy story of 
2023 is the recession that didn't come in 2023

Economic Issues


